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Positive and negative space art worksheet

Before we talk about form and space, we need to discuss the line... A shape is made of a line or lines. A shape has an interior and an exterior. The line(s) that make up the edges of the shape must completely enclose the space inside. For this project we will use lines to create shapes. Since we're going to cut our
construction paper shapes we're going to keep them very simple. Start with a 9x6 piece of construction paper. Place it in the center of a 12x18-inch piece of white paper. Place small marks on the white paper to indicate where the corners of the black paper are. Now start drawing and trim 2 identical simple shapes
starting on opposite sides of the black paper. Make your first two shapes made of curved lines. Cut them and flip them over. Don't make any cuts at all. Shapes made of curved lines Continues to cut simple pairs of shapes from opposite sides of your black paper, using the basic types of lines. Don't make your design too

complex or scribbled. Remember that you have to cut all the shapes you draw. Shapes made of curved lines and zigzag line shapes made of curved lines, zigzag lines and straight lines final design before pasting your final design, carefully remove the big centerpiece and take a quick look. You should be able to see a
ghost image of the original rectangle. You can see the white rectangular shape in the center of the paper, although it is not really there at all. That's what artists mean when they talk about negative space or negative shapes in a composition. Negative space is as important as positive space when designing an image.
That's why art teachers tell our students to fill the page forever! If you draw something big enough, they will leave the side of the page and divide the background into interesting negative shapes. This is an example of a photograph where the negative shapes of the sky are as important as trees. The next time you take a
photo, try zooming in on the most important detail, even if it means you don't capture the whole image. If you have your photos stored on your computer, try cropping some of them. As I took this picture, I thought of the blue shapes framed by the leaves. The more aware you are of negative space, the more attractive and
dynamic your compositions will be. Student Gallery: 7TH GRADE STUDENT 6TH GRADE STUDENT 7TH GRADE STUDENTS 7TH GRADE STUDENT Big yells at my friend Kiki, a useful Kentucky art teacher, for letting me know that this kind of clipping is called 'Notan'. Notan is a Japanese word meaning light and
darkness. The helpful art teacher is always grateful and always learning. Successful photographers are aware negative space. Check out this beautiful composition of photographer Lyle Booth Useful Links for this project: eHow.com Teaching Art Art About Space with Notan Cut-Outs Revisiting Notice: Two Ways to
Achieve Harmonious Darkness and Pierre Bonnard Women's Lights in the Bathroom by Sharon Himes; Art History in the Art Cafe Network Google Advanced Image Search keyword notan design Google advanced search image word notice art Examples of Notan in Japanese art (balance of light and dark and positive
and negative) Moon Pine, Ueno, No. 89 of One Hundred Famous Views of Edo In Edo, there was a particular taste for naming trees that were distinguished by their age or shape. Pine trees, which tend to live a long time and grow in strange forms, were the most common of these. The example seen here was called the
Moon Pine, not only for its complete and round shape, but also because several phases of the moon could be discerned by looking at the tree from different angles. A 20th-century commentary also referred to it as the rope pine, presumably because of its resemblance to a string bow. * *(Information from this image cited
on the Brooklyn Museum website) Artist: Utagawa Hiroshige (Ando), Japanese, 1797-1858Medio: Woodblock printPlace Done: Japan Dates: 7th month of the period 1856: Edo Period, Ansei Era Use the 'rule of thirds' (also known as the 'rule of three') to create dynamic photographs and paintings. Worksheet created by
The Helpful Art Teacher, 2013, using a Japanese printed book woodcut illustration from the digital library of the Metropolitan Museum of Art Here is a higher resolution image of the illustration. Try printing it and adding your own grid lines. Analyze the prints of your favorite paintings to see which ones follow the 'thirds
rule' and which don't. Print low resolution black and white versions of famous images and draw your grid directly on the image, but make sure the image you are using has not been cropped! New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards that can be applied to this art lesson: 1.3.5.D.3 Identify common and distinctive
characteristics of visual artwork genres (e.g. realism, surrealism, abstract/non-objective art, conceptual art, and others) using age-appropriate terminology, and experiment with various compositional approaches influenced by these genres. The Positive and Negative Space Investment Collage is an excellent lesson for
4th-8th grade. This project can be made more complex and challenging with older students-explore the art of Notan. For older students, be sure to emphasize safety using exact knives! Here's a more challenging notary lesson for older students: Notan Expansion of square Positive &amp; Negative Space Reversal Notan:
The Dark-Light Principle of Design (Dover Art This is a great book that explains the story and meaning behind Notan. Key Vocabulary: Space: the area above, below, between and through objects in a work of art. Positive Space: the main one or shapes (main objects or shapes) in a Negative Space illustration: the empty
or uns interesting space between and around the main objects Inversion of positive and negative space: visually switching back and forth between positive and negative space. The positive space becomes negative and the visa is versa. Symmetrical balance: a design is the same or almost exactly the same on both sides
Supplies: 12×18 sheets of colored art paper, 9×12 sheets of colored art paper, pencils, scissors, optional: exact knives, stick glue, ziplock gallon bags for cut pieces Instructions: Students select 1 sheet each of 9×12 and 12×18 color construction paper. On the vertically placed 9×12 sheet, use a pencil to draw on designs,
they must be full shapes, not a single line. Some shapes can also come from the edges. (This example shows the design on a white sheet of paper so you can see the design—it was actually drawn on the turquoise paper).) Place a 9×12 blade on a cutting board and use scissors or an exact adjustment knife to
accurately cut the design. Give each student a gallon-sized ziplock to store all the pieces. DO NOT THROW ANY PARTS AWAY! Place the 12×18 paper first, paste the main piece of 9×12 cut paper. Use a glue stick so that the paper does not deform. Replace all parts on 9×12 NON-GLUE paper. Lift each one up, flip it
over, and place it so that it's a mirror image on the blank side of the 12×18 paper. If you have a shape inside a shape, you'll leave the next shape on the first side and paste it. Continue placing the shapes until you have all their pieces glued down. If you decide to use this lesson or republish it (written or photos), please
link back to my Create Art with Me blog. More collage art lessons: Notice Balance Types Collage Mixed Media Still Life and Collage Here are a few more examples of students: (click on the image to see the full view) In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very
much for your cooperation. Positive and negative space plays an important role in determining the overall composition in a work of art. By understanding the positive and negative space and applying your knowledge, you can be more successful in designing your compositions. What is positive and negative space?
Simply put, positive space is best described as areas of a work of art that are themes, or areas of interest. Negative space is the area around subjects, or areas of interest. Take a look at the image below. For example, do you see faces or a vase? If you're looking at a vase, then is seeing the white area as positive space.
Black areas become negative space. If you are seeing faces, then you are seeing the black areas as the positive space and the white area as the negative space. Examples of uses of and negative space... Positive and negative space balance Mostly negative space Mostly positive space you will need:1. A pencil2. A
draft3. 12 x 18 sheet of paper 4. Vocab To Know:Positive Space, Negative Space, Organic Shape, Geometric Shape, Pattern, Composition Goal:To create an interesting pattern of a way of your choice to create positive and negative space. Indications:1. Draw four different simple shapes in your worksheet boxes (organic
or geometric):2. Choose a way to make a template and show your design to Miss Warner. Once your design has been approved, you will be given a template role.3. Draw the shape on the template paper as much as possible and cut. No tiny shapes!4. Get a 12 x 18 piece from Miss Warner. 5. Put your name on the
back of the paper (with pencil) and turn around. 6. Start drawing your shape on paper using your template to create an interesting pattern for your composition. Shapes are your positive space.
Try this: Overlay the shapes, make the shapes run off the edge, reversing the shape. Be creative!7. Clears the lines on
which the shapes overlap so that the shape appears to be behind the other shape.
Confused? Ask Miss Warner! 8. After completing your composition, start thinking about your colors and pattern for your background. See the example in your worksheet for ideas. 9. Draw the pattern with a pencil, then start coloring
its background. DO NOT COLOR THE SHAPES (positive space)!!
Try this: Layers of your color, pressing hard and soft with the pencil, covering the negative space with color. No doodle! Project Worksheet: worksheet.docxFile Size: 82 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Project Rubric:
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